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A polycyclic group is a group with a finite ascending chain of subgroups, 
from the identity to the group, each normal in its successor with the 
corresponding quotient cyclic. A polycyclic-by-finite group is a group with a 
polycyclic subgroup of finite index. Such a group always has a faithful 
representation [ 1, 9, 121. The main result of this paper establishes that to a 
polycyclic-by-finite group r there is canonically associated a simply 
connected solvable complex analytic group K such that (i) K contains a 
subgroup P of r of finite index and (ii) if p is a complex representation of r, 
there is an analytic representation h of K s&h that p and h agree on a 
subgroup of finite index of r’. 
To further describe the paper, we introduce the following terminology: if G 
is a group, two finite-dimensional complex G-modules are said to be 
commensurable [ 5, Definition 4.11 if there is a subgroup H of G of finite 
index such that the restrictions of the modules are isomorphic as H-module. 
This is an equivalence relation, and we consider the category Mod’(T) of 
commensurability classes of modules for subgroups of finite index in r. This 
category also has a description in terms of Hopf algebras: for a discrete (or 
analytic) group r (or K) we let R(T) (or R(K)) denote the algebra of all 
representative (analytic) complex functions on r (or K) [9, Sect. 2, p. 31. The 
Hopf algebra R(.) is the coordinate ring of a pro-affne algebraic group A(,) 
[9, 2.9, p. 61 such that the category Mod(T) (or Mod(K)) of finite- 
dimensional complex (analytic) r (or K) modules is the category 
Mod,&(.)) of rational finite-dimensional A(.)-modules as well as the 
category Comod,(R(.)) of finite-dimensional R(.)-comodules (3, Sect. 4, 
p. 11401. If r, c r, are subgroups of r, there is a Hopf algebra 
homomorphism R(I’,) -+ R(T,) given by restriction of functors. We let R(T)’ 
be dir lim{R(P) ( r’ a subgroup of r of finite index}. Then R(T)’ is a Hopf 
algebra and we have Mod’(T) = Comod,(R(Q”) = dir lim{ComodAR(T’)) (r’ 
a subgroup of r of finite index}. 
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Our results are then as follows: for any discrete group r, R(P)’ is, 
canonically, the coordinate ring of the connected component of the identity 
A(r)’ of A(T), so that the determination of Mod’(T) is equivalent o that of 
A(T)‘. When r is polycyclic-by-finite, the latter can be shown to depend only 
on a certain affine quotient called V(o : A@)‘, is the product of the 
universal pro-finite extension of V(r) with an inverse limit of tori. This is 
identical with the description of A(K) for a suitable simply connected 
solvable analytic group K, so Mod(K) and Mod’(T) are equivalent. With 
care, K can be chosen inside V(T), which makes this category equivalence 
the main result of the first paragraph. 
In addition to notation already mentioned, we adopt: (e)” stands for the 
identity component of the affine (or pro-affine) algebraic group (.) and (.)‘* 
is its quotient by the (Zariski closure of) its commutator subgroup. RIG] is 
the coordinate ring of the affine algebraic group G. A pro-unipotent group is 
an inverse limit of unipotent groups, pro-reductive group an inverse limit of 
reductive groups, and a pro-torus is an inverse limit of tori. A pro-affme 
algebraic group A is a semi-direct product of a normal pro-unipotent 
subgroup R,(A) and a maximal pro-reductive subgroup P [3, Theorem 3.2, 
p. 11351. We use X(T) for the character group of the pro-torus T. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a discrete group and let V be a finite-dimensional 
complex vector space. Suppose ai: V -+ R(T) 0 V, i = 1,2, are comodule 
structures on V such that the induced comodule structures V-+ R(r)’ 0 V 
are identical. Then the r-modules corresponding to ai, i = 1,2, are commen- 
surable. 
Proof: Let vi, j = l,..., n, be a basis of V and let ai = C f,!: @ vk. 
Then for each j and k, f,‘:’ and j$’ have the same image in R(r)‘. Since 
there are only n2 pairs (j, k) and R(T)’ = dir lim{R(T’) 1 I-’ of finite index in 
T}, there is a r’ of finite index in r such that j$’ =f,!i’ in R (r’) for all j, k. 
This implies the P-modules deduced from V and ai, i = 1, 2, are isomorphic. 
LEMMA 2. Let r be a discrete group. Then R(T)’ is, canonically, the 
coordinate ring of A(r)‘. 
Proof: We need to show that fE R(T) vanishes on A(T)’ if and only iff 
vanishes on a subgroup r’ of finite index in r. If f vanishes on such a 
subgroup (which we can assume is normal in r), the exact sequence 
1 + A(F) + A(r) + A(T/T’) -+ 1 has A(T’/T’) finite, so A(F) 2 A(T)’ and 
since f vanishes on r’ (and hence its closure in A(T)), it vanishes on A(r)‘. 
If f vanishes on A(r)‘, we can assume f=gp, where p: r+ G is a 
homomorphism to the algebraic group G with p(T) Zariski-dense, and 
gE R[G]. The induced homomorphism A(T)‘+ Go is surjective, so f 
vanishes on r’ =p-‘(p(T) n Go) which is of finite index in r. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let r be a discrete group. Then the category Mod’(T) is 
equivalent to the category Mod,,&4 (r)‘). 
Proof: By definition, Mod’(T) = dir lim{Mod(F) ) [r : P] < co }. Now 
Mod(F) = Comod#(T’)), so the direct limit is Comod,-(R(T)‘) = 
Modrat@ (0’). 
Thus the determination of the commensurability classes of r-modules is 
equivalent o determining the rational A(T)‘-modules. 
In cases of interest, we will be able to determine A(T)’ from a particular 
affine quotient, which we now consider. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a pro-afine group. Let Z be the centralizer of R,(A) 
and let Q be a maximal pro-reductive subgroup of Z. Then Q is charac- 
teristic in A and uniquely determined. 
Proof. Z is Zariski-closed in A and hence Z = U’ . Q, where U’ = R,,(Z). 
Since Z is normal in A, U’ is normal in A, so R,(A) U’ is a normal pro- 
unipotent subgroup of A, and thus U’ is contained in R,(A). Then U’ 
centralizes Q, so Q is the unique maximal pro-reductive subgroup of Z and 
hence is characteristic in A. 
DEFINITION 5. Let A be a pro-affine group. Then Q(A) is the unique 
maximal pro-reductive subgroup of the centralizer of R,(A) in A and V(A) 
denotes the quotient A/Q(A). If I- is a discrete group and A = A(T), we write 
Q(r) for Q(A(T)) and V(r) for V(A(P)). The group Q(r) is the same as the 
group K(T) of [9, Lemma 4.6, p. 171. The group V(A) is described by the 
following universal property: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a pro-afJine group. Then Q(V(A)) = {e}. If 
f: A + G is a surjective homomorphism of pro-aflne groups and Q(G) = (e}, 
then f factors through V(A). 
Proof. Let U = R,,(A) and let P be a maximal pro-reductive subgroup of 
A so that A = U. P (semi-direct product). Then Q g P and V(A) = U . (P/Q) 
(semi-direct product). Since A + V is an isomorphism on U, the centralizer Z 
of U in A maps onto the centralizer Z’ of U in V(A). Since the image of Z is 
unipotent, Z’ c U so Q( V(A)) = {e}. If f: A -+ G is as in the proposition, then 
f(U) = R,(G). Since f(Q(A)) is pro-reductive and centralizes R,(G), while 
Q(G) = {e), we have f(Q(A)) = {e), so f factors through V(A). 
I’(.) is not a functor, in general. It does behave well with respect o certain 
special homomorphisms, as we now observe: 
PROPOSITION 7. Let A be a normal pro-aflne subgroup of the pro-aflne 
group B, and assume that R,(A) = R,(B). If A + V(B) is surjectiue, if 
induces an isomorphism V(A) -+ V(B). 
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Proof: By Proposition 6, we have an induced surjection V(A) + V(B), 
which is an isomorphism on R,,(V(A)) = R,(A). It follows that the kernel is 
pro-reductive and centralizes R,(V(A)), and so is contained in Q(V(A)), 
which by Proposition 6 is trivial. 
COROLLARY 8. Let A be a pro-afine group and assume V(A) is 
connected. Then V(A”) = V(A). 
Proof. Apply the preceding proposition with A0 for A and A for B. 
It may happen that for the discrete group r, V(T) is not connected. We see 
next that when V(r) is affine, by passing to a subgroup of finite index we 
can make V(P) connected. (Note: V(P) atTIne implies U(T) = R,(A(T)) affine 
also.) 
PROPOSITION 9. Let T be a discrete group with V(r) affine. Then there 
is a normal subgroup T’ ofpnite index in r with V(a) = V(T)‘. 
Proof. Let p: r-+ V(r) be the composite r + A(T) -+ V(T) and let r’ = 
p-‘(p(T) n V(P)‘). r’ is normal in r of finite index and p(F) is dense in 
V(r)'. Let B be the inverse image of V(T)’ in A(I). Then R,(B) = U(T) and 
Q E Q(B); so Q = Q(B) and V(T)’ = V(B). Now p’ =p ( r’ induces a 
surjection p’: A(Y) -+ V(T)’ and by construction we have A(F) z B c A(r). 
By Proposition 7 V(F) + V(I)’ is then an isomorphism. 
We observe that V(r) is affine if and only if U(T) is: for if P is a maximal 
pro-reductive subgroup of A(T) so that A(T) = U(r) . P (semi-direct), then 
V(r) = U(T) . (P/Q(r)), and Q(r) is the kernel of the representation of P on 
Aut(U(T)) by inner automorphisms. If U(r) is affine, then Aut(U(T)) is 
afIine algebraic, so the image of P in Aut(U(T)) is afline, i.e., P/Q(r) is 
afine. 
In particular, if r is polycyclic-by-finite, U(T) is affine of dimension the 
rank of r [9, Theorem 3.5, p. 121, V(T) is affine. Thus for such groups we 
may combine Proposition 9 with Corollary 8 to obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 10. Let r be a polycyclic-by-finite discrete group. Then 
there is a normal subgroup r’ of T of finite index such that V(T’) = 
v(A(r')O)= v(A(r)O) = V(r)? 
Next, we want to see that, under appropriate assumptions, V(A) 
determines A. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A be a solvable connected pro-affine group with 
X(A) an uncountable dimensional rational vector space and R,(A) afine. 
Then A = r(A) x T, where ?(A) is the universal pro-jkite extension 
[2, p. 4 IO] of V(A) and T = Q(A)” pro-torus with X(T) uncountable dimen- 
sional over the rationals. 
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Proof. The argument is the same as [8, Theorem 61: let U = R,(A), let 
Q = Q(A), and let S be a pro-torus with A = U. S (semi-direct). Then 
S = Q” x S,, where S, is pro-torus. Then X(S) =X(Q’) @X(S,), and S, 
maps onto a maximal torus of V(A), with pro-finite kernel. So dimc(X(S,)) 
is finite and dime(X(Q”)) is uncountable. Now A = (U. S,) X Q”, U + S, has 
no pro-finite extensions and U. S, -+ V(A) has pro-finite kernel, so U. S, = 
&I) and the proposition follows. 
We want to check that the hypotheses of Proposition 11 are satisfied when 
A = A(T)’ for r polycyclic-by-finite. 
LEMMA 12. Let I be a polycyclic-by-finite discrete group of positive 
rank. Then A(I)’ is connected solvable, R,,(A(I)‘) is afJine and X(A(T)‘) is 
an uncountable dimensional rational vector space. 
Proof. All assertions except the last are known to us already. We note 
that r is Noetherian [ 10, Corollary 2.8, p. 4251. Let a be an uncountable 
cardinal with C* = (Q/B) x ata’. Then Hom(T, C *) = Hom(T, C!/Z) x 
Hom(T, Q)‘*’ and for any normal subgroups r, c r, of finite index in r 
restriction, Hom(r,, a) -+ Hom(r,, Q) is an injection. It then is easy to see 
that dir lim{Hom(r’, C*) ] r’ of finite index in r} contains Hom(r’, (D)cn). 
NOW Hom(r’, C *) = X(A(T’)), so the above direct limit is isomorphic, by 
Lemma 2, to X(A(T)O). 
PROPOSITION 13. Let I be an infinite polycyclic-by-finite discrete group. 
Then there is a simply connected solvable analytic group such that R(I’)’ and 
R(K) are isomorphic Hopf algebras, and hence Mod’(T) and Mod(K) are 
equivalent categories. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 12 and Proposition 11, V(A(T)‘) = V(T)’ determines 
the group A(I)’ = p x T. By [8, Theorem 131 there is a simply connected 
solvable subgroup K of V(T)’ such that V(A(K)) = V(T)’ and by 18, 
Theorem 61, then A(K) = PX T. Thus A(K) and A(I)’ are isomorphic pro- 
affine groups. Thus their coordinate Hopf algebras are isomorphic (the coor- 
dinate algebra of A(T)’ is R(T)’ by Lemma 2). 
We can improve Proposition 13 somewhat: it is possible to choose K so 
that I’ is contained in K. Then we have a restriction map R(K) --t R(I)‘: 
although the Hopf algebras are isomorphic, this map is not an isomorphism. 
We can show it is surjective, which we do next, and this is used below to lift 
modules for r to modules for K, after restriction to a subgroup of finite index 
of r. We recall that a nucleus H of an analytic group G is a normal, closed, 
simply connected solvable analytic subgroup such that G/H is a reductive 
analytic group [3, p. 1121. 
THEOREM 14. Let T be a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then there is a 
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normal subgroup r’ of r of finite index and a simply connected solvable 
analytic group K containing I” such that the restriction R(K) -+ R(F) 
induces a surjection R(K) + R(r)‘. 
Proof. By [ 10, Lemma 2.5, p. 422) we may assume r is polycyclic and 
torsion-free and then by [ 1, Theorem 2, p. 115; 9, Lemma4.6, p. 171 the 
canonical map r -+ A(r) + V(r) is injective. We first establish the theorem 
under the special assumptions that (i) V(r) is connected, (ii) the image of r 
in V(r>ab is free abelian of rank Y = dim(R,(V(‘(T)ab)), and (iii) if r, is a 
normal subgroup of r of finite index, rank(ryb) = rank(T”‘) = r. (We will 
subsequently show that any r possesses a normal subgroup of finite index 
satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii).) Let V = V(T), let U = R ,( I’), let T be a torus in 
V with V= U. T (semi-direct product), let v= Vb and let a= U/(V, U), so 
v= OX T. Let p: Y-+ v and 4: v -+ 0 be the canonical maps. Then qp(T) is 
a Zariski-dense subgroup of the vector group 0 generated by r elements. 
Since o= R,(Vb) has dimension r, this means the generators of p(T) map 
by 4 to a basis of 0. Let yi = (ui, ti), i = l,..., r, be a free basis of p(T), where 
ui E 0 and ti E T in the decomposition v = 0 x T. Choose s,,..., s, E Lie(T) 
such that exp(s,) =fi. There is a linear transformation f”: U-+ Lie(T) with 
fO(Ui) = si. Let f: U-r T be f(u) = exp(f”(u)). Let j? be the graph of f 
regarded as a subset of 0 x T = I? Then j? is a nucleus of v, and p(T) c I?. 
Let K =p-l(K). By [7, Theorem 31, K is a nucleus of V, which contains r 
and hence is Zariski-dense in V. By [6, Theorem 9, p. 3081, V@(K)) = V 
and by Corollary 10, V@(T)‘) = V. Let P be the universal pro-finite 
extension of V. By Lemma 12 and Proposition 11, A(r)’ = P X S, where 
S = Q(r)” is a pro-torus with X(S) an uncountable rational vector space. By 
[6, Theorem 13, p. 3091 we also have ,4(K) = P x S. Thus the Hopf algebras 
R(K) and R(T)’ are isomorphic. We need to see that an epimorphism comes 
from the restriction map R(K) + R(r)‘. We have, by construction, that 
Yc K G V, which induces R [ V] -+ R(K) --$ R(r)‘. Now R [ I’] injects into 
R(K) by the Zariski density of K in I’, and similarly R [ V] injects into R(r)’ 
since every subgroup of r of finite index is dense in V. It follows that the 
homomorphism f:A(T)‘+A(K) induced by the restriction map R(K) 4 
R(r)’ is an isomorphism on unipotent radicals. To show f is injective (and 
hence that the restriction map is surjective) we need to see that f induces a 
surjection of character groups. By Lemma 2, X(,4(r)‘) = dir lim(X(r’) ] r’ 
normal of finite index in r}, and X@(K)) =X(K) by the universal property 
of A(K). Thus let ri be a normal subgroup of finite index of r and let 
b: r, --, C* be a homomorphism. If b vanishes on a subgroup of finite index 
of r, then b is trivial in X@(r)‘) and hence lifts to an analytic character of 
K. Thus suppose b vanishes on no such subgroup. By assumption (iii), there 
is a normal subgroup r, of r of finite index and contained in r, such that 
p(I’,) is free abelian of rank r. We replace r, by Tz. Since K is Zariski-dense 
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in V, (K, K) = (I’, I’) and q: Kab -+ u is an isomorphism, so that any basis of 
p(T,) is a basis of the vector group K”*. In particular, any character of p(T,) 
extends to an analytic character of K”*. Since rank(p(r,)) = rank(rT*), 
r:*+~(Ti) has finite kernel. If this kernel has order n, then b” comes from a 
character c of p(T,), which in turn is the restriction of a character d of Ku*. 
Now we regard d as a character of K. Then d ] T, = b”. Since X(K) and 
X@(r)‘) are rational vector spaces, this implies that X(K) + X(A(ZJ’) is 
surjective. (For future reference we note that Kab/p(T,) is a torus whose 
characters all vanish on Z-,, so that X(K) +X(,4(r)‘) is never injective.) 
To complete the proof, we must show that, by passing if necessary to a 
subgroup of finite index, we can take r to satisfy the assumptions (i), (ii), 
and (iii). We continue to regard r as a subgroup of V(T). Replace r by 
V(T)’ n r, so that, by Proposition 9, V(T) is connected. Then by Corollary 8 
and Lemma 2, V(T,) = V(r) for any normal subgroup ri of finite index in I’. 
We can choose a normal subgroup r, of r of finite index such that for any 
subgroup Tz of ri of finite index rank (Ty*) = rank(rf*) (the existence of ri 
is an easy consequence of the properties of the Hirsh number [ 10, 
Lemma 2.10, p. 4261). Now replace r by r, . For any subgroup r. of finite 
index in r, U(rg*)+ U(rab) is an isomorphism: by 19, Theorem 3.5, p. 121, 
dim( U(T;*)) = rank(r:*) and dim( U(r’*)) = rank(rab), and the map is 
surjective since r;* + rob has finite cokernel. Let r = rank(Tab). Then the 
universal property of A(T) implies that A(T”*) = A(r)““, so R,(A (r)Ob) = 
U(rab) is a vector group of dimension r. Let U = U(T), let A = A(r) and let 
Q = Q(r). Let P be a maximal pro-reductive subgroup of A and let 
V = V(T). Let 0 = RJ.4 (r)“*) = U/(A, 17). P/Q is a torus T (recall that V is 
connected), V = Us T (semi-direct product) and Va* = 5 x T. Regard r as a 
subgroup of V and let q: V’* -+ 0 and p: V-+ V* be the standard maps. r is 
Zariski-dense in V, so q(T) spans the vector group 0, and since 
dim(U) = r = rank(r”*), p(T) has rank r, and hence so does p(T). We can 
choose a normal subgroup r1 of r of finite index such that p(T,) is free 
abelian of rank r. The inclusion of r, in r induces isomorphisms V(T,) + 
V(r) and u(r;l*) -, U(ry* and hence an isomorphism V(ri)a* -+ V’*. In 
particular, the canonical image of r, in V(T,)‘* is isomorphic to p(T,) and 
hence free abelian of rank r. Thus, replacing r by r,, we have satisfied 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), so the proof of Theorem 14 is now complete. 
COROLLARY 15. Let r be a polycyclic-by-jkite group. If r’, K are as in 
Theorem 14, then the injection f: A(T)’ -+ A(K) determined by the surjection 
R(K) + R(r)’ is split. 
Proof: In the proof of the theorem we showed that the restriction induces 
an isomorphism of R [ V(A(K))] with R [ V(A(r)')]. Since R(K) and R(r)' are 
isomorphic by Proposition 13, it follows from [ 6, Lemma 11, p. 3091 that the 
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restriction is an isomorphism on universal pro-finite extensions: in the 
notation of Proposition 11, the mapf induces an isomorphism from p@(r)‘) 
to &4(K)). Since f is also an isomorphism on unipotent radicals, we further 
have f(Q@ (r)“)o) contained in Q@(K))‘. By [ 11, Theorem 3.2, p. 2111 this 
image is a direct factor of Q@(K))‘, and by Proposition 11 the retraction on 
the direct factor extends to a left inverse off: 
COROLLARY 16. Let r be a polycyclic-by-finite group and let K, r’ be as 
in Theorem 14. Let p: r--+ GL(V) be a representation of r in a finite- 
dimensional complex vector space. Then there is a subgroup r, of r’ offinite 
index and an analytic representation q: K -+ GL(V) such that q restricts to p 
in r,. 
Proof. We may assume r= r’ and hence that r is a subgroup of K. Let 
h: A(T)’ + A(T) be the inclusion, let g: A(T) + A(K) be the map induced 
from rG K and let j: A(K) + A(r)’ be the splitting map of Corollary 15: if 
f = gh, then fl is the identity. Now let V be a r-module. Then V is an A(r)- 
module, and restricts to an A(r)‘-module denoted V, , along h. In turn, V, 
restricts to an A(K)-module V2 along j. V2 is an analytic K-module which 
restricts to a r-module via the inclusion of r in K, i.e., V, restricts to an 
A(T)-module V, along g. Both V, and V restrict to V, along h, since jgh is 
the identity. By Lemma 1, there is a subgroup rr of r of finite index such 
that the identity map on the vector space underlying V is a r,-module 
isomorphism from V to V, . Since V3 is the restriction to r of an analytic K- 
module structure on the vector space underlying V, the standard translation 
from modules to representations proves the corollary. 
We conclude with some remarks about the uniqueness of the group K, 
constructed form the polycyclic-by-finite group r in theorem. We shall see 
that (1) the construction of K is canonical and (2) the groups r, and r, can 
have isomorphic groups K even if r, and I’, have no isomorphic subgroups 
of finite index. As to assertion (l), we examine the construction of K in the 
first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 14. In the notation of that proof, the 
essential step is the choice of the nucleus K of r containing the Zariski-dense 
subgroup p(T). If E is any other such nucleus, then H = an ff is an 
analytic subgroup of r containing p(T), hence Zariski-dense in l? Since it is 
also a vector group which projects onto 0, it must have dimension equal to 
0, which is also the dimension of K and F. Thus K= H = I?‘, and hence 
K =p-‘(E) is determined. We note that the only property of r used is that 
p(T) is dense in p, which is preserved if we pass to a normal subgroup of 
finite index. In the proof of Theorem 14 which we are using here r is 
actually a normal subgroup of finite index satisfying properties (i), (ii), and 
(iii) of that proof. If r, and r, are two such subgroups, To = rl n Tz is also 
such a subgroup, and the K associated to p(T,,) is, by the above, the same as 
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that associated to p(T,) and p(T,). Thus & and hence K, depends only on r 
and not the choice of subgroup satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). 
For assertion (2), we want to consider the construction of a class of 
examples of poly-Z groups. In general, if M is an abelian group and A is an 
automorphism of M, we let T(A, M) denote the semi-direct product M >a L 
with multiplication (m, t)(m’, t’) = (m + A'm', f + t’). We will be most 
interested in the case where M = Z(‘) and A E SL(2, Z). If i’t4, A are of this 
form, and 1 is not an eigenvalue of A, then it is easy to see that the subgroup 
M of I’(A, M) is characteristic: M = 0 (Ker(f) ]fE Hom(T(A, M), Z)}. If r’ 
is a subgroup of finite index of T(A, M), let N = Mn r’ and assume the 
image of r’ in Z = T(A, M)/M is dZ, d > 0. Then it is easy to see that r’ is 
isomorphic to r(Ad / N, ZV), so in particular N is of finite index in M. Now M 
is determined by T(A, M) and M acts trivially on itself by conjugations, 
while the quotient T(A, M)/M is infinite cyclic. Thus T(A, M), as a group 
determines M and the (unordered) pair {A, A- ’ }. We can pass from T(A, M) 
to T(A @ 1, M @ Cc) and apply the same reasoning to determine the pair 
{A, A - ’ } in SL(2, C). If A has no roots of unity as eigenvalues, the same 
process applies to the subgroup r’ = r(Ad 1 iV, N) above to determine the pair 
(Ad, Apd}. (We need the assumption on the eigenvalues of A to recover N 
from the group T(Ad 1 ZV, w; also we have N @ G = M @ C.) For example, if 
A,=[: : ] and A, = [ : i 1, h t en no power of A, is similar to any power of 
A,, so no subgroup of finite index of I’(A,, Z(*)) = r, is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of finite index of r(A2, ,?I!(‘)) = r,. 
We now want to embed r= T(A, M), M = H(‘) in the corresponding K 
and V(T). It is convenient o proceed directly rather than follow the proof of 
Theorem 14. If B is an endomorphism of the complex vector space W, let 
K(B, IV) denote the semi-direct product W >Q B with multiplication (w, x) 
(w’, x’) = (w + exp(Bx) w’, x +x’). If we choose B with exp(B) = A, then 
T(A, M) maps to K(B, M @ C) by sending (m, t) to (m @ 1, t), and this is 
clearly an injective homomorphism. We assume further that A is 
diagonalizable with eigenvalues A, A-‘. Choose ,U so that e” = A and let B be 
similar to [ i -“, 1. K = K(B, M @ C) is simply connected and solvable, and 
we can choose a basis X, Y, 2 for Lie(K) such that X, Y are a basis of 
M@ C, Z is a basis of G and [Z, X] =X, [Z, Y] =-Y. Note that this 
description shows that K is independent of 1. Now form the semi-direct 
product C(‘) >a 6*, with multiplication (x, , x2, s)(x’, , xi, x’) = (xi f SX~, x2 + 
s-lx;, ss’) and let G be the algebraic group Cc2) >Q C* X C. Choose a basis 
of M@ C of eigenvectors of B with eigenvalues ,u, -p (in that order) and 
identify M@ C with Cc2) using that basis. Then K + G by sending (w, x) to 
(w, ex, x) is an analytic injection, with Zariski-dense image. Moreover, the 
centralizer in T of the unipotent radical of G is trivial. It is now easy to 
check that the composite injection I- + K -+ G has Zariski-dense image, and 
it follows from Proposition 6 that G = V(r). Finally, it is elementary to see 
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that K is the subgroup associated to r by Theorem 14, since r already has 
properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of the proof of that theorem. 
If we apply the preceding paragraph to the groups r, and r, above, we 
find that the corresponding analytic groups are isomorphic, but as noted 
above no subgroups of finite index in rl or Tz are isomorphic. 
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